
FORMING EXPECTATIONS FOR 
PRICE FORMATION

INTERMITTENT RESOURCES AND THE SECRECT 
SPICE THAT MAKES THE ERCOT SYSTEM WORK –

IS IT RELEVANT TO OTHER POWER MARKETS?

Moderator’s Introduction
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The idea that there's something strange about Texas' 

main grid was broached [last summer] by Jim Robb, 

chief executive of the North American Electric Reliability 

Corp…., the grid's security overseer. Robb told a 

regulatory conference that based on the state's low 

percentage of power reserves, "there's no way in hell 

they can keep the lights on." Then he added, "And yet 

they do," concluding "there's something in the soup"
(Energywire, July 8, 2019)
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https://www.eenews.net/energywire/stories/1060709303


….Listening to the discussion, Mike Wise, Golden Spread’s senior vice president of 
regulatory and market strategy, stood and delivered an impassioned speech on the 
value of scarcity pricing. It’s a mechanism he is very familiar with, as Golden Spread also 
operates in ERCOT.

“I’m going to use the s-word that is not popular with many of you sitting here today,” 
Wise said. “Scarcity pricing works. Although several here will disagree, I believe we need 
to consider moving towards this strategy for our pool.”

While scarcity pricing may be sacrilegious to some in SPP, Wise pointed to ERCOT’s ability 
to meet record demand this summer ….He said the lack of price-responsive load in the 
SPP market could be because of “market prices not reflecting the actual scarcity.”

The ERCOT “market is seeing price-responsive loads taking the price signals and 
curtailing themselves,” he said. “This summer … saw over 3,000 MW of price-
responsive load get off across their peak as the reserves were getting low and the price 
adders for the lack of reserves made the market price go very high. (Emphasis Added) 

(SPP Shortfall Leads to Scarcity Pricing Calls, Tom Kleckner, RTO Insider, October 28, 2019)
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